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Abstract. In this contribution we consider the precision
of the ¯oated and the ®xed GPS baseline for the case of
weighted ionosphere. Canonical forms of the baseline
variance matrices are developed for dierent measurement scenarios. These forms make the relation between
the various variance matrices transparent and thus
present a simple way of studying their relative merits. It
is also shown how these canonical forms give an
intrinsic description of the gain in baseline precision
which is experienced when the carrier-phase doubledierenced ambiguities are treated as integers instead of
as reals. The dependence of this gain on the various
contributing factors, such as the decorrelation of the
ionosphere, is also included.
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1 Introduction
Many GPS positioning applications in surveying, navigation and geodesy make use of the integer nature of
the double-dierenced (DD) carrier-phase ambiguities.
A survey of these applications can be found in textbooks
such as Borre (1995), Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. (1994),
Kleusberg and Teunissen (1996), Leick (1995), Parkinson et al. (1996) or Seeber (1993). Inclusion of the
integer nature of the DD ambiguities enables one to
make use of the carrier phases as if they were very
precise pseudo-ranges. The topic of resolving the integer
values of the DD ambiguities has therefore been a rich
source of GPS research. It resulted in a variety of
dierent methods and proposals for eciently estimating the integer ambiguities, see e.g. Counselman and
Gourevitch (1981), Hatch (1982), Remondi (1986),
Blewitt (1989), WuÈbbena (1989), Frei (1991), Goad
(1992), Teunissen (1993). The LAMBDA method for
fast integer ambiguity estimation was introduced in the

latter reference; results of the method can be found in
Teunissen (1994), Teunissen et al. (1994, 1995) and de
Jonge and Tiberius (1996).
Motivated by the purpose of integer ambiguity ®xing,
which in the positioning context is to improve upon the
precision of the baseline, the goal of the present contribution is to give a qualitative description of the gain
in baseline precision. To give a direct and transparent
way of comparing the baseline precision before and after
ambiguity ®xing, we develop canonical forms of the
various baseline variance matrices.
In Sect. 2 we introduce the single-baseline model on
which our analysis is based. In it we treat the ionospheric delays as random variables, thus providing a
way of inferring the impact of the ionospheric spatial
decorrelation. In Sect. 3 we consider the precision of the
¯oated and ®xed baseline. In order to show how the
various factors of the functional and stochastic model
contribute, we make use of a stepwise approach. It
commences with the geometry-free model, followed by
the time-averaged model and concludes with the multiepoch geometry-based model. In the ®rst step it is primarily the weights of the observations which contribute;
in the second step it is the receiver-satellite geometry
that enters, and in the third step the change over time of
this geometry provides the additional contribution.
The gain in baseline precision is the topic of Sect. 4.
We make use of the gain-number concept and show how
the gain-numbers depend, in terms of `geometry', on the
change of the receiver-satellite con®guration, and in
terms of `time', on the observation time-span and the
sampling rate. Through the gain-number concept we are
in a position to develop canonical forms of the various
baseline variance matrices. These forms reveal the intrinsic structure of the gain in baseline precision and
allow one to infer the impact of using dierent measurement scenarios.
2 The single-baseline model
In this section we will introduce the single-baseline
model that forms the basis of our study. When tracking
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satellite s at epoch i using two receivers u and v, the
single-dierence (SD) observation equations for L1
single-frequency phase and code read (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. 1994, Leick 1995; Kleusberg and Teunissen
1996):
s
i
/suv i  dtuv i  duv i  qsuv i ÿ l1 Iuv
s
s
s
 ns/;uv i
 Tuv i  dmuv i  /uv 0  k1 Nuv
s
s
s
i  dtuv i  duv i  qsuv i  l1 Iuv
i  Tuv
i
puv
s
s
 dmuv i  np;uv i
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where /suv i is the SD phase observable expressed in
s
i is the SD code
units of range rather than cycles, puv
observable, dtuv i is the unknown relative receiver clock
error, duv i and duv i are the carrier-phase and code
equipment delays, qsuv i is the unknown SD receivers
s
i and Tuv
i are the ionospheric and
satellite range, Iuv
s
tropospheric delays, dmuv i and dmsuv i are phase and
code multipath terms, /uv 0 is the relative receiver nons
zero initial phase oset, Nuv
is the integer carrier-phase
ambiguity, k1 is the wavelength of L1 and l1  kk12 the
wavelength ratio of L1 and L2 , and ns/;uv i and nsp;uv i
are the noises of phase and code, respectively.
In the following we will assume that multipath is
absent and that the tropospheric delays can either be
corrected for using an a priori model or that they are
suciently small to be neglected. The unknown clock
error, the equipment delays and the non-zero initial
phase oset, can be eliminated by using double-dierences instead of single-dierences. When using satellites
s and r, the L1 DD observation equations follow as
rs
rs
rs
rs
/0rs
uv i  /uv i  l1 Iuv i  quv i  k1 Nuv
0

rs
rs
puvrs i  puv
i ÿ l1 Iuv
i  qrs
uv i
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where the noise terms have been left out for notational
convenience. In case of dual-frequency data, a similar
pair of equations is available for L2 . Thus for each pair
of satellites, a total of four DD equations can be formed
when dual-frequency phase and code data are used. In
the following we will assume that a total of m satellites
are tracked.
After a linearization of qrs
uv i with respect to the
stationary baseline components of the two receivers, the
4 m ÿ 1 linear(ized) DD observation equations can
conveniently be written in a compact vector-matrix form
as
I2
I2

DT U0 i  e2
T

0

D P i  e2

DT A ib  K
T

D A ib

Imÿ1 a
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with ` ' denoting the Kronecker product (Rao 1973)
and where i  1; . . . ; k denotes the epoch number and k
equals the total number of epochs. The unit matrix of
order n will be denoted In and the n-vector having all 1's
as its entries will be denoted as en .
The two 2m-vectors U0 i and P 0 i contain the ionosphere-corrected SD phase and code observables on
the two frequencies. The m ÿ 1  m matrix DT is the
DD matrix operator that transforms single dierences

into double dierences. There are of course many different ways in which double dierences can be formed.
Each of the m satellites, for instance, can be taken as a
reference satellite. This already gives m dierent ways of
forming double dierences. The DD transformation
that takes the ®rst satellite as reference reads
ÿemÿ1 ; Imÿ1 , while the DD transformation that takes
the last satellite as reference reads Imÿ1 ; ÿemÿ1 . Although the DD transformation itself is not unique, the
adjustment results will be unique if proper care is taken
of the correlation introduced by the DD process. We can
therefore take any one of the admissible DD transformations to form DD observables.
The relative receiver-satellite geometry at epoch i is
captured in the m  3 SD design matrix A i. The unknown parameters of the model are collected in the two
vectors a and b. The 2 m ÿ 1-vector a contains the
unknown integer DD ambiguities of the L1 and L2 phase
data. The unknown increments of the three-dimensional
baseline are collected in the 3-vector b. The known
wavelengths of the two frequencies are collected in the
diagonal matrix K  diag k1 ; k2 .
The SD observables of the preceding system of observation equations are collected in the 2m-vectors
U0 i  U i  l
0

P i  P i ÿ l

I i
I i
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with U i  U1 iT ; U2 iT T and P i  P1 iT; P2 iT T .
The SD phase data of epoch i on L1 , respectively L2 are
collected in the m-vectors U1 i and U2 i, and the SD
code data of epoch i on L1 , respectively L2 , are collected
in the m-vectors P1 i and P2 i. The SD ionospheric
delays of epoch i are collected in the m-vector I i. The
2-vector l  l1 ; l2 T contains the wavelength ratios
l1  kk12 and l2  kk21 .
The
variance matrix of the
observables
U0 iT ; P 0 iT T is assumed to be given as


ÿ r2I llT  DT D
Q/  r2I llT  DT D
5
Qp  r2I llT  DT D
ÿ r2I llT  DT D
Through the two variance matrices Q/ and Qp we allow
the variances of the GPS observables on the two
frequencies to dier. For some GPS receivers, these
matrices can be assumed to be diagonal. For others
however, this is not the case. Depending on how the
measurement process is implemented in the GPS
receivers, the observables may or may not be crosscorrelated. In the presence of anti-spoo®ng (AS), for
instance, some receivers use a hybrid technique to
provide dual-frequency code measurements (HofmannWellenhof et al. 1994). As a result, the code data become
cross-correlated. For the main results obtained in this
contribution, we therefore allow the presence of crosscorrelation and assume the two variance matrices to be
non-diagonal.
Note that the ionospheric delays are modelled as
random variables. The use of an a priori weighted ionosphere has been discussed in, e.g., Wild and Beutler
(1991), Schaer (1994) and Bock (1996). The sample
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values of the ionospheric delays can be taken from an
externally provided ionospheric model, see e.g. Georgiadou (1994), Wild (1994), Wanninger (1995). In some
applications it even suces to take zero as sample value.
The a priori uncertainty in the ionospheric delays is
modelled through its variance r2I . The value of r2I depends to a large extent on the interstation distance between the two receivers. Since the ionosphere
decorrelates as a function of the interstation distance, r2I
is at its maximum for baselines where the ionosphere is
fully decorrelated, and it gets smaller the shorter the
baseline becomes. For suciently short baselines it can
be taken equal to zero. A proposal on how to describe r2I
as function of the interstation distance can be found in
Bock (1996).
The goal of the present contribution is to obtain a
canonical description of the baseline variance matrices
both before and after ambiguity ®xing. These canonical
forms will then reveal in a rather simple way the gain
that is experienced in the baseline precision due to ambiguity ®xing. At the same time they also allow one to
study the various contributing factors of both the
functional model and stochastic model. The leastsquares solution of the baseline, when the ambiguities
^ It is
are treated as real-valued unknowns, is denoted b.
usually referred to as the ¯oat solution. The leastsquares solution of the baseline, when the integer am It is
biguities are assumed known, is denoted as b.
usually referred to as the ®xed solution. When we denote
the least-squares ambiguity vector as a^ and the corresponding integer least-squares ambiguity vector as a, the
relation between the ®xed and ¯oated baseline solution
can be expressed as (Teunissen 1995)

DD ranges of epoch i. Depending on whether the observation equations given in Eq. (3) are parametrized in
terms of r i, b i or b, one can now discriminate between three dierent models. The receiver-satellite geometry as captured by the SD design matrix A i, gets
eliminated if one chooses to parametrize the model in
terms of the DD range vector r i. As a result one obtains the geometry-free model. It allows one to use the
code data almost directly to determine the unknown
integer ambiguities. The instantaneous receiver-satellite
geometry enters when one uses, instead of a parametrization in terms of the DD ranges, the baseline parametrization r i  DT A ib i. This is the model used in
kinematic applications where instantaneous positioning
is required. Finally, if the baseline can be assumed to be
stationary, it is the parametrization r i  DT A ib
which is used. And in this case it is the time-invariance
of the baseline which allows the change over time of the
receiver-satelite geometry to enter the model.
It will be clear that the `strength' of the model increases when one changes the parametrization from r i
to b i and then ®nally to b. In the ®rst case it is primarily the weights of the observations that contribute to
the precision of the solution. In the second case, one will
have the additional contribution of the receiver-satellite
geometry, provided there is satellite redundancy
m > 4. And in the third case, again an important
contributing factor enters, namely the change over time
of the receiver-satellite geometry. One can therefore
expect that each of these three contributing factors will
be recognizable in the baseline solution of the model of
Eq. (3).

ÿ1
^ ÿ a
b  b^ ÿ Qb^
^a Qa^ a
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3 The baseline precision before and after ambiguity ®xing

with Qa^ being the variance matrix of a^ and Qb^
^a being the
covariance matrix between b^ and a^. This relation shows
how the ambiguity residual vector a^ ÿ a, being the
dierence between the real-valued least-squares ambiguity vector a^ and the integer-valued least-squares
ambiguity vector a, is used to obtain the ®xed-baseline
^ If we assume the
solution b from the ¯oat solution b.
integer ambiguities to be known and non-stochastic, an
application of the error propagation law gives

In this section we will construct the baseline precision
using the following three steps. First we will consider its
counterpart in the geometry-free model, being the
precision of the DD ranges. Then we will include the
relative receiver-satellite geometry, for which the timeaveraged geometry is taken as being representative.
Then ®nally, the change over time of the receiversatellite geometry is included.

ÿ1
Qb  Qb^ ÿ Qb^
^a Qa^ Qa^b^

3.1 The precision of the DD ranges

7

This shows that Qb < Qb^ and thus that the ®xed baseline
is of a better precision than its ¯oated counterpart. This
is in the present context also the whole purpose of
ambiguity ®xing. Once the ambiguities are ®xed, the
phase data start to act as if they were very precise code
data, thus allowing one to solve for the baseline with a
comparable high precision.
In order to construct the canonical forms of the
baseline variance matrices, such that a deeper insight is
obtained in the various contributing factors, our approach for solving the preceding model will be a step
wise one. Note that the vector r i  DT A ib i, with
b i being the baseline vector at epoch i, contains the

When we strip the model of Eq. (3) from the presence of
the receiver-satellite geometry, we obtain the geometryfree model. Its two pairs of scalar DD observation
equations for epoch i read
/0 i  e2
p0 i  e2

1q i  K
1q i

1N

8

with the 2-vectors /0 i and p0 i having as their two
entries the L1 and corresponding L2 component of
I2 DT U0 i and I2 DT P 0 i. The DD range of
epoch i is denoted as q i and the two DD ambiguities
are collected in the integer vector N .
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The geometry-free model is linear from the outset,
and since the DD ranges q i are not connected in time,
it allows the two GPS receivers to be either stationary or
moving. Due to the absence of the receiver-satellite geometry, the geometry-free model also allows the simplest approach to integer ambiguity estimation.
Examples of such approaches can be found in, e.g.,
Hatch (1982), Euler and Goad (1990) and Teunissen
(1996). For the purpose of this contribution, however,
we are not so much interested in the integer ambiguity
®xing process itself, but more in what it allows us to
achieve in terms of the precision with which the DD
ranges can be estimated. The following theorem gives an
exact expression for the variance of the ®xed DD range
 /; p.
q
Theorem 1 (single-epoch DD range precision) The phaseand-code-based variance of the ambiguity-®xed, singleepoch least-squares estimator of the DD range, is given
as
r2q /; p 

2


Qÿ1
eT2 Qÿ1
p e2
/
ÿ1
1  r2I lT Qÿ1
/  Qp l


1  r2I

d2T

lT d2 2
ÿ1
Qÿ1
 Qÿ1
p  d2
/

4



eT2 Qÿ1
l lT Qÿ1
p e2 
/
 Qÿ1
eT2 Qÿ1
p e2
/

9
with e2  1; 1T
d2  1; ÿ1T .

and its orthogonal complement

Proof. See Appendix. (
Note, since Q/ and Qp are variance matrices of SD
observables, the factor `2' in the preceding expression is
due to the double dierencing. Also note that we have
added the argument /; p to the variance of the DD
range so as to show explicitly that it is based on using
both phase and code data. The code-only variance r2q^ p
and the phase-only variance r2q / follow by setting Q/
and Qp , respectively, equal to in®nity.
To determine the impact of the ionospheric uncertainty on the range variance, we consider the two variance ratios r2q /=r2qjI / and r2q^ p=r2q^jI p, where the
conditioning on the ionosphere implies that r2I  0. The
two variance ratios are both monotone increasing
functions of r2I . They attain their minimum of 1 when
r2I  0 and their maximum when r2I  1. For
Q/  r2/ I2 and Qp  r2p I2 , this maximum equals
max
r2I

r2q /

r2qjI

/

 max
r2I

r2q^ p

r2q^jI

p

2

l21  l22

l 1 ÿ l 2 2

 17:7
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Note that this value also equals the factor by which the
SD phase variance needs to be multiplied in order to get
the single-epoch variance of the DD ionosphere-free
linear phase combination.

3.2 Enter the receiver-satellite geometry
Following the geometry-free based, single-epoch DD
range solution just given, we will now strengthen the
model by including a single receiver-satellite con®guration. As a reference con®guration, we choose the timeaveraged receiver-satellite geometry. This choice is
motivated by the fact that the time-averaged geometry
can be considered representative of the individual
geometries as captured by the SD design matrices
A i; i  1; . . . ; k. Moreover, the change over time of
the receiver-satellite geometry, which will be considered
in the next subsection, also has the time-averaged
geometry as its reference. The DD observation equations of the time-averaged model are given as
 0  e2 DT Ab
  K Imÿ1 a
DT U
11
T 0
T 
I2 D P  e2 D Ab
P
P
 0  1 k U0 i,
P0  1k ki1 P 0 i
and
with P U
i1
k
A  1k ki1 A i. For k  1, the model reduces to that
used for instantaneous positioning. The following
theorem gives the baseline variance matrices of the
time-averaged model.
I2

Theorem 2 (time-averaged baseline precision) The variance matrices of the time-averaged least-squares solutions of the ¯oated, respectively ®xed, baseline, are given
as
i

 p
 ÿ1  Q ^ /;
  r2q^ p2k AT P A

Qb^ p
b

ii

 
Qb /

iii

 p
 
Qb /;

r2q /
r2q^ p

r2q

Qb^ p

/; p

r2q^

p

12


Qb^ p

with the orthogonal projector P  D DT Dÿ1 DT 
Imÿ1 ÿemÿ1 eTmÿ1 emÿ1 ÿ1 eTmÿ1 .
Proof: See Appendix. (
Note that a phase-only, ¯oat-baseline solution does not
exist. This is due to the presence of the ambiguities.
Their presence makes it impossible to solve for the
baseline when code data are absent and when only a
single receiver-satellite geometry is used. Hence, in the
¯oat situation the phase data do not contribute and the
solution depends entirely on the code data. Therefore
 p.
  Qb^ /;

Qb^ p
Also note that all variance matrices of the theorem
are scaled versions of each other. The scale factors are
determined by the range variances of Theorem 1. Hence,
the impact of, respectively, the observational weights,
the cross-correlation and the weighting of the ionosphere, all come together in one scale factor. The correlation structure of the baseline variance matrices is not
aected by it. It is determined by the receiver-satellite

geometry through A.
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If we assume Q/  r2/ I2 and Qp  r2p I2 , then
p  r2p for r2I  0 and r2q^ p  17:7r2p for r2I  1.
Thus the precision of the ¯oated baseline is dominated
by the relatively poor precision of the code data. Furthermore, the baseline standard deviations get enlarged
by a factor of about 4:2 when one considers the ionospheric delays to be completely unknown and compares
it to the short-baseline case for which r2I  0 holds true.
To infer the improvement obtained when the ambiguities are ®xed, we ®rst compare the phase-only ®xed
baseline with the ¯oat solution, and therefore consider
the variance ratio r2q /=r2q^ p. For both the extreme
cases r2I  0 and r2I  1, it equals the phase-code
variance ratio   r2/ =r2p . Since the phase data are so
much more precise than the code data   10ÿ4 , this is
a dramatic improvement over the ¯oat solution. And
this is of course also what ambiguity ®xing is all about;
namely to be able to use the very precise phase data as if
they were code data. The relative improvement in
baseline precision is somewhat poorer when one considers the maximum of r2q /=r2q^ p. It reads
"
#
r2q /
a ÿ 1 1 ÿ 
 1  p
  17:7
max 2
r2I rq
a  12
^ p
r2q^

with a given by Eq. (10). This maximum is reached for
r/ rp
r2I  q  1:87r/ rp
2
1
2
2
2 l1  l2  l1 ÿ l2 
The gain in baseline precision, when code data are
included as well in the ®xed solution, is described by the
variance ratio r2q /; p=r2q^ p. Since the code data are so
much less precise than the phase data, one cannot expect
that the solution will be much better than the phase-only
®xed solution. And indeed, we have
( 
2
r2q /; p
1   for rI  0

l1 l2 2 ÿ1


  for r2I  1
r2q^ p
1 1  4 12 l ÿl 2 
1

2

showing that it is still the very small phase-code variance
ratio  that dominates the large gain in baseline
precision due to ambiguity ®xing.
3.3 Enter the receiver-satellite geometry's change
over time
Following the geometry-free-based solution and the
single-satellite-con®guration-based solution of the previous two subsections, we will now allow the receiversatellite geometry to change over time as well. As the
following theorem shows, each of the baseline variance
matrices can now be written as an expansion of the
variance matrices of Theorem 2.
Theorem 3 (¯oat- and ®xed-baseline precision) The ¯oatand ®xed-baseline variance matrices based on phaseonly, code-only and phase and code data, are given as

i

ii
iii
iv
v

Qb^ /  r2q / 
"
#ÿ1
k
X
T
 P A i ÿ A

A i ÿ A
2
h

i1

iÿ1
ÿ1

Qb /  Qbÿ1
 /  Qb^ /
"
#ÿ1
2
r
/

q
  2
Qÿ1
Qb^ p  Qbÿ1
^ p
^ /
rq^ p b
"
#ÿ1
2
r
/

q
  
Qÿ1
Qb^ /; p  Qbÿ1
^ /; p
^ /
r2q /; p b
"
#ÿ1
2
r
/

q
  
Qÿ1
Qb /; p  Qbÿ1
 /; p
^ /
r2q /; p b
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Proof. See Appendix. (
In these expressions of the baseline variance matrices,
we clearly recognize the following three contributing
factors: the variance of the DD range, the time-averaged
geometry and the change of the receiver-satellite geometry over time. In contrast with the variance matrices of
Theorem 2, now not all of the variance matrices are
scaled versions of each other. Instead, their inverse can
be written as the inverse of their time-averaged counterpart plus a scaled version of the inverse of Qb^ /. It is
in this last matrix where the change over time of the
receiver-satellite geometry enters.
Note that the ¯oat, phase-only solution only exists
when there is a change in the receiver-satellite geometry. Hence in the ¯oat case, no instantaneous phaseonly solution exists. In the case of GPS, it is well
known that the receiver-satellite geometry changes
rather slowly over time due to the high-altitude orbits
of the satellites. This implies for short observation time
 This would make the matrix
spans
that A i  A.
Pk
 T P A i ÿ A
 near rank defect, thus posA
i
ÿ
A
i1
ing potential problems in the inversion process. This
does not automatically imply, however, that the baseline
is poorly estimable. There is still the variance factor
r2q /, which is very small due to the very high precision
of the phase data. We thus see here that data precision
competes with the change in time of the satellite geometry.
Pk But of T course, one can bring the matrix


i1 A i ÿ A P A i ÿ A arbitrarily close to a rank
defect matrix by a sucient shortening of the observation time-span, in which case the baseline will then indeed have a poor estimability.
It will be clear that the variance matrices of Theorem
3 can be ranked according to
Qb /; p  Qb^ /; p  Qb^ p and Qb /  Qb^ /
How close these matrices are to one another or how
much they dier, depends on the observational weights,
on the uncertainty in the ionospheric delays and on the
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receiver-satellite geometry and its change over time. This
also holds true when answering the question whether
Qb^ p  Qb^ / or Qb^ /  Qb^ p. The canonical decompositions of the baseline variance matrices that will be
developed in the next section will make the relation
among these matrices transparent, thus allowing one to
study their relative merits.
4 The gain in baseline precision
The sole purpose of ambiguity ®xing is to be able, via
the inclusion of the integer constraints on the ambiguities, to improve upon the precision of the baseline. The
impact of the integer constraints on the ambiguities
therefore manifests itself in the change in baseline
precision, when going from the `¯oat' situation to the
`®xed' situation. This gain in baseline precision is the
topic of the present section. A qualitative description of
it will be developed, based on the canonical decompositions of the baseline variance matrices. Through these
decompositions the intrinsic structure of the baseline
variance matrices is revealed.
4.1 Gain-numbers and the change in receiver-satellite
geometry
In this subsection the following three issues are addressed. Following a de®nition of the gain in baseline
precision due to ambiguity ®xing, we show how the
gain-numbers provide a measure for the change in
receiver-satellite geometry and how they are related to
the argument of time itself.
Gain-numbers measure the gain in baseline precision
due to ambiguity ®xing. The corresponding gain-vectors
describe the direction in which the gain in baseline
precision is experienced. Recall that b^ and b are the
least-squares estimates of the baseline, before and after
ambiguity ®xing, respectively. The corresponding leastsquares estimates of the baseline component f T b, then
 Since the variance ratio
h  f T b.
read: ^h  f T b^ and 
2
2
r^h =rh measures the improvement in precision when replacing the estimate ^
h by 
h, the following de®nition for
the gain-numbers and the gain-vectors is used.
De®nition Gain-numbers are given as the ratio
c f 

f T Qb^ /f
f T Qb /f

14

and the corresponding vectors f 2 R3 are called gainvectors.
Note that we have de®ned the gain-numbers for the
phase-only case. It will be clear that we could have
equally well de®ned the gain-numbers for the case that
phase and code data are used. In that case, the variance
matrices in Eq. (14) would have to be replaced by
Qb^ /; p and Qb /; p, respectively. The reason for using
the de®nition as given, though, is that it results in gainnumbers that are independent of the observation weights

used. Hence, the gain-number c f  becomes solely dependent on the receiver-satellite geometry. This will
therefore allow us in our further analysis clearly to
separate the impact of the observation weights and the
uncertainty in the ionospheric delays from the impact of
the receiver-satellite geometry. Once the canonical decompositions of the baseline variance matrices are
available, these dierent eects can then be taken together to study the gain in baseline precision for the case
that both phase and code data are used. In addition, the
de®nition allows us to make easy and economical use of
some of the results of Teunissen (1997).
Note that, since the gain-numbers are de®ned as ratios, they are dimensionless. Moreover, the gain-numbers are invariant to a reparametrization of the baseline.
Hence, one will obtain identical gain-numbers when
using, for instance, a local fnorth, east, upg-frame or a
global geocentric frame.
It will be intuitively clear that the gain-numbers must
be larger than or equal to 1, since the whole purpose of
ambiguity ®xing is to improve upon the baseline precision. Hence the gain-numbers lie in the interval
c f  2 1; 1. It may happen that the ambiguity ®xing
fails to have an eect on the precision of some of the
baseline components. In that case one or more of the
gain-numbers is equal to 1. This occurs, for instance,
when the time-averaged DD design matrix DT A is not of
full rank. Hence, in that case there exists a con®guration
defect in the time-averaged receiver-satellite geometry.
 will fail to exist.
Also note that then Qb^ p and Qb /
The stationary values of the ratio in Eq. (14) correspond to the roots of the characteristic equation
j Qb^ / ÿ cQb / j 0. The roots of this characteristic
equation, denoted as c1  c2  c3 , will from now on
simply be referred to as the gain-numbers.
It will be clear that in some way, the actual receiversatellite con®gurations over the observation time-span
must be instrumental in determining the values of the
gain-numbers. It is therefore to be expected that the
gain-numbers are closely linked to these receiver-satellite
con®gurations. The following theorem, which gives a
geometric interpretation of the gain-numbers, makes this
dependency precise.
Theorem 4 (gain-numbers and principal angles) Let
R U ; R V   Rmk be the range spaces spanned by the
columns of the two matrices
2

3
2
3

PA 1
P A 1 ÿ A
6
7
6 . 7
..
U 4
5 and V  4 .. 5
.

PA k
P A k ÿ A
Then
ci 

1
; i  1; 2; 3
cos2 hi

15

where hi , i  1; 2; 3, are the principal angles between the
subspaces R U  and R V , with 0  h1  h2  h3
 p=2.
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Proof. See Teunissen (1997). (
Note that the matrices U and V can be interpreted as
being the design matrices of before and after ambiguity
®xing. Matrix U corresponds then to the design matrix
before ambiguity ®xing, but after the ambiguity parameters have been eliminated, and matrix V to the
corresponding design matrix after ambiguity ®xing. The
theorem therefore shows that the gain-numbers are a
direct measure for the amount of obliquity between the
range spaces of the two design matrices U and V .
The geometric interpretation of the gain-numbers can
be completed by introducing the orthogonal complement of the range space of U , within the space spanned
by the columns of U and V . Let PU? be the orthogonal
projector that projects onto the orthogonal complement
of the range space of U . Then the range space of PU? V is
the required orthogonal complement. From W  PU? V
 T ; . . . ; P A
 T T , it follows that this orwith W   P A
thogonal complement is given by the range space of
matrix W . Note that this matrix corresponds to the design matrix of the time-averaged model.
It follows from Theorem 4 that if the principal angles
hi are close to zero, then the gain-numbers are close to
their minimum value of 1 and R V  is close to being
orthogonal to R W . On the other hand, if the principal
angles are large, then the experienced gain in baseline
precision is large and R V  is close to being coincident
with R W , in which case there is almost no dierence
between the model that includes the change over time of
the receiver-satellite geometry and the one that excludes
it. In the intermediate case, when the principal angles are
close to p=4, then the gain-numbers are close to 2 and
 are almost
the two variance matrices Qb^ / and Qb /
identical.
Apart from this geometric point of view, we can also
relate the gain-numbers to the argument of time itself.
Here we will distinguish between the sampling rate and
the observation time-span. In order to study the eect of
the sampling rate, one should consider a constant observation time-span. Thus, in this case, k varies, while
k ÿ 1T stays constant, where T denotes the time-interval between two consecutive samples. However, in
order to study the eect of the observation time-span,
one should consider a constant sampling rate. Hence in
this case, k ÿ 1T varies, while k stays constant. With
this in mind, the following theorem shows how `time'
aects the gain-numbers.
Theorem 5 (gain, sampling rate and time-span) Let
A  a1 tc ; . . . ; am tc TP and A_  a_ 1 tc ; . . . ; a_ m tc T
with mid-point tc  1k ki1 ti and ti  to  iT , and let
mi ; i  1; 2; 3, be the eigenvalues in ascending order of
j AT PA ÿ mA_T P A_ j 0. Then to a ®rst-order approximation
ci ÿ 1 

12mi
; i  1; 2; 3
T 2 k 2 ÿ 1

from which it follows that

16

ci ÿ 1  tan2 hi   kÿ1
k1 (sampling rate)
2
ci ÿ 1  tan hi   1= k ÿ 1T 2 (time-span)

Proof. See Teunissen (1997). (
The theorem shows that the sampling rate and the
observation time-span have an opposite eect on the
gain-numbers. The gain-numbers get larger as the
sampling rate gets larger, but they get smaller as the
observation time-span gets larger. In the latter case they
approximately follow an inverse-square law in the
observation time-span. The maximum factor by which
the gain-numbers can be enlarged through an increase in
the sampling rate equals 3. Numerical veri®cation has
shown that the actual time dependency of the gainnumbers shows an excellent agreement with the given
approximations.
4.2 The canonical decomposition of the baseline precision
Now that we have seen how the gain-numbers ci ,
i  1; 2; 3, measure the change of the receiver-satellite
over time, we can use these results to develop canonical
decompositions for the variance matrices of the baseline,
before and after ambiguity ®xing. The following theorem gives the canonical decompositions of each of the
eight baseline variance matrices that we have met so far.
Theorem 6 (canonical decomposition) Let the gainnumbers and gain-vectors be collected in the two 3  3
matrices C and F as
C  diag c1 ; c2 ; c3  and F  f1 ; f2 ; f3 
Then F may be normalized such that for the code-only
case
i Qb^ p  r2q^ pFF T ÿ1
ii Qb^ p  r2q^ pF I3 ÿ Cÿ1 F T ÿ1
and for the phase-only case
iii Qb /  r2q /FF T ÿ1
  r2 /F I3 ÿ Cÿ1 F T ÿ1
iv Qb /

q
v Qb^ /  r2q /F Cÿ1 F T ÿ1
and for the phase and code case
vi Qb /; p  r2q /; pFF T ÿ1
 p  r2 /; pF I3 ÿ Cÿ1 F T ÿ1
vii Qb /;

q
viii Qb^ /; p  r2q /; p
"
F C

ÿ1



r2q /; p
r2q^ p

#ÿ1

!
ÿ1

I3 ÿ C  F

T
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Proof: See Appendix. (
The importance of the preceding matrix decompositions
is that they simultaneously diagonalize the eight variance
matrices with respect to the same frame F . Hence, all
eight variance matrices follow once F and C are known.
Also the relation among these variance matrices is now
directly clear, thus allowing one to study the respective
gain matrices. In the following we will give some
examples.
Pairwise comparisons of the various baseline variance matrices show how the respective gain matrices
depend on either the change over time of the receiversatellite geometry or on the precision of the DD ranges,
or on both. For instance, when we compare the geometry-based variance matrices with their time-averaged
counterparts, it follows that their ratios are governed by
the gain-numbers only. In the case where there is almost
no change over time of the receiver-satellite geometry,
then Cÿ1  0 and therefore
 Q  /; p  Q  /;
 p

Qb^ p  Qb^ p; Qb /  Qb /;
b
b
17
Thus although the time-averaged results are known to
be suboptimal, they are close to optimal when the gainnumbers are large.
When we compare the code-only solution with the
phase-only, but ®xed solution, we see that the gain in
baseline precision is governed by the precision of the
DD ranges and thus by the observational weights only.
It follows that
Qb / 

r2q /
r2q^ p

Qb^ p

18

Since in both the extreme cases r2I  0 and r2I  1, the
variance ratio of the DD ranges equals the very small
phase-code variance ratio   r2/ =r2p when cross-correlation is absent, it follows that Qb /  Qb^ p. This
shows for short as well as for long baselines the
relevance of being able to work with ambiguity ®xed
phase data instead of with code data.
Although the use of ambiguity ®xed phase data results in a much more precise baseline than when using
code data, this is not necessarily the case when phase
data are used for which the ambiguities have not been
resolved as integers. In this case, it is both the gainnumbers and the precision of the DD ranges which determine the gain in baseline precision. Instead of
Eq. (18), we now have
Qb^ / 

r2q
r2q^

/
p

F ÿT CF T Qb^ p

19

This shows that the precision of the phase-only ¯oated
baseline is only better than the code-only solution when
ci < 1. In this case we see data precision competing
with the change in receiver-satellite geometry. The
inequality is satis®ed when the change in geometry is
suciently large (ci small) and/or when the precision of

the code data is suciently poor with respect to the
precision of the phase data ( small).
The results of Theorem 6 can also be used to infer the
impact of code data, both for the ®xed solution as well
as for the ¯oat solution. For the ®xed solution we have
Qb /; p 
 p 
Qb /;

r2q /; p
r2q /

r2q /; p
r2q /

Qb /;
20

Qb /

r2I  0 and
Since r2q /; p=r2q /  1= 1    1 when
2
2
2
 l1 l2 
when
rq /; p=rq /  1= 1    4 1 l ÿl 2   1
1
2
of code data
r2I  1, it follows that the contribution
in the ®xed solution is marginal, although it is a bit
better for long baselines than for short ones. For the
¯oat solution we get a completely dierent picture, since
now also the change in geometry counts. For the ¯oat
solution we have
Qb^ /; p 

r2q /; p

r2q /
"
(



F ÿT I3 

21
r2q /; p
r2q^ p

#ÿ1
C ÿ I3 

)
F T Qb^ /

Compare this with Eq. (20) and note the additional term
within the braces. This additional term vanishes in the
case where all gain-numbers are at their minimum of 1,
but this is unlikely to happen. Since r2q /; p=
r2q^ p  = 1  , it follows that the contribution of
the code data improves the larger ci gets. Thus either
the code data need to be of sucient precision and/or
the change over time of the receiver-satellite geometry
needs to be small. Only then will the inclusion of code
data contribute signi®cantly to the precision of the
¯oated baseline.
The preceding are some examples of pairwise comparisons of baseline variance matrices. For inferring the
impact of ambiguity ®xing, however, the most relevant
comparison is the one between the ¯oat solution
Qb^ /; p and the ®xed solution Qb /; p. To conclude,
we have therefore summarized in the following corollary
the gain in baseline precision which is obtained as a
consequence of ambiguity ®xing.
Corollary (gain in baseline precision) The gain in
precision of the baseline component fiT b, obtained by
means of integer ambiguity ®xing, is given as
gi  1 

b ÿ 1 ci ÿ 1
; i  1; 2; 3
b  ci  1

22

with b  r2q^ p=r2q /; p and where the ci are the
stationary values of c f   f T Qb^ /f =f T Qb /f ,
f 2 R3 .
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Proof: Follows directly from Theorem 6. (

5 Summary

This corollary shows how the combined eect of the
change over time of the receiver-satellite geometry (ci )
and of the observational weights including those of the
ionospheric delays (b), contribute to the gain gi . Note
that the gain gi is symmetric in b and ci , and that

In this contribution we studied the precision of the
ionosphere-weighted GPS baseline before and after
ambiguity ®xing. The functional model used is of the
single-baseline type and its observables are singlefrequency or dual-frequency phase and code data. In
the stochastic model, we admitted cross-correlation and
allowed the variances of the observables to dier. We
also included the uncertainty of the ionospheric delays
in the stochastic model. Since the ionosphere decorrelates as function of the interstation distance, the a priori
variance of the ionospheric delays is at its maximum for
baselines where the ionosphere is fully decorrelated, and
it becomes smaller the shorter the baseline becomes.
The approach followed for solving the single-baseline
model was a stepwise one. First the geometry-free model
was considered, then the time-averaged model and ®nally the multi-epoch geometry-based model. This
stepwise approach was not only used because the result
of each step is of relevance in its own right, but also
because it shows how the various factors of both the
functional model and stochastic model contribute to the
overall solution. In the ®rst step it is primarily the
weights of the observations which contribute. In the
second step, it is the receiver-satellite geometry that
enters, and in the third step the change over time of this
geometry that provides the additional contribution.
In order to give a direct and transparent way of
comparing the properties of the baseline precision, we
developed canonical forms of the various baseline variance matrices. These forms are based on the gainnumber concept of Teunissen (1997). The gain-numbers
ci , i  1; 2; 3, lie in the interval 1; 1 and are an intrinsic
measure for the change over time of the receiver-satellite
geometry. They become in®nite in case of instantaneous
positioning, they are large for short observation timespans and they get smaller as time progresses. The gainnumbers follow an inverse-square law in the observation
time-span, and through an increase in the sampling rate,
they can be enlarged by a factor of at most 3.
The various factors that contribute to the precision of
both the ¯oat and the ®xed baseline are easily recognized in the given analytical descriptions of the canonical forms. The precision of the phase and code data, the
cross-correlation and the uncertainty in the ionospheric
delays, all come together in a common scale factor that
is described by the variance of the DD ranges. They do
not aect the correlation structure of the baseline variance matrices. This correlation structure is determined
by the receiver-satellite geometry and its change over
time.
Since the given canonical forms diagonalize all the
baseline variance matrices with respect to the same
frame, they can also easily be compared. It allows one to
infer the gain in baseline precision due to ambiguity
®xing and to study its dependence on the use of dierent
measurement scenarios (e.g. single-frequency versus
dual-frequency data; phase-only versus phase and code
data; instantaneous versus multi-epoch positioning;
short versus longer baselines).

1  gi  b and 1  gi  ci
This shows that there is no gain when either b  1 or
ci  1. The ®rst case corresponds to the situation where
phase data are absent. Of course, due to the absence of
the ambiguities, no gain is then possible. The second
case occurs when the principal angles hi are all zero. This
is not likely to happen, however, since it would require
that the two range spaces R U  and R V  of Theorem 4
coincide.
The gain gi reaches its two upperbounds b and ci for
ci  1 and b  1, respectively. The second case corresponds to the situation where code data are absent. A
change in the receiver-satellite geometry is then needed
to be able to compute the ¯oat solution. In the ®rst case,
it is the change in the receiver-satellite geometry which is
absent. Code data are then needed per se to be able to
compute the ¯oat solution. This ®rst case corresponds to
the situation of instantaneous positioning.
If the ionospheric delays are assumed to be completely unknown (r2I  1) in case of instantaneous positioning, it follows in the absence of cross-correlation
l1 l2 2

.
that the gain reduces to gi  1  1  1  4 1
2
l1 ÿl2 2
Although this gain is large when  is small, instantaneous ambiguity ®xing is not likely to be successful in
this case. For instantaneous ambiguity validation to be
successful when the ionospheric delays are assumed to
be completely unknown, one requires namely very precise code data. Note that the more precise the code data
become, the larger the phase-code variance ratio  gets
and thus the smaller the gain becomes. This stipulates
the trade-o between, on the one hand, the gain in
baseline precision, and on the other, one's ability to
successfully validate the integer ambiguities. A similar
eect can be seen if one considers the change over time
of the receiver-satellite geometry instead of the precision
of the code data. For instance, if the code data are not
precise enough to successfully validate the integer ambiguities, one is forced to rely on the change in geometry. That is, one will then need smaller values for ci to be
able to validate the integer ambiguities. But this also
results in a smaller gain. We thus see, since successful
ambiguity validation takes priority over a larger gain,
that in the case of long baselines we are forced to be
content with a smaller gain in baseline precision.
In case of short baselines (r2I  0), the situation is
much more favourable in terms of the gain that can be
achieved. In this case, successful validation of the integer
ambiguities is known to be feasible even in the absence
of a change in receiver-satellite geometry. And since the
gain specializes then to gi  1  1 , it follows that a very
high gain is experienced due to the very small phasecode variance ratio.
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Appendix
In this appendix the proofs of the theorems are given.
Proof of Theorem 1 (single-epoch DD range precision)
The variance matrix of /0 iT ; p0 iT T is given by the
4  4 matrix


A B
23
BT C
with
B  ÿ2r2I llT

Nbb  eT2 NA  2NB  NC e2

r2I llT 

In order to obtain the ambiguity ®xed range variance
r2q /; p, we need to invert the variance matrix, then take
the sum of its entries and ®nally invert this sum again.
The inverse of the variance matrix reads

ÿ1 

NA NB
A B

24
NBT NC
BT C
with
Qÿ1 llT Qÿ1
/

/
1 2
NA  Aÿ BC ÿ1 BT ÿ1  12 Qÿ1
/ ÿ 2 rI 1r2 lT
I

Qÿ1
Qÿ1
p l
/

Qÿ1 llT Qÿ1
p
Qÿ1
Qÿ1
p l
I
/

p
1 2
NC  Cÿ BT Aÿ1 Bÿ1  12 Qÿ1
p ÿ 2 rI 1r2 lT

Qÿ1 llT Qÿ1
p

NB  ÿAÿ1 BCÿ BT Aÿ1 Bÿ1  12 r2I 1r2 l/T
I

Qÿ1
Qÿ1
p l
/

Taking the sum of the entries of the ®rst two matrices,
plus twice the sum of the entries of the third matrix then
gives 1=r2q /; p, from which the result of the theorem
follows.
Proof of Theorem 2 (time-averaged baseline precision) We
 p.
 The other
will only consider the variance matrix Qb /;
variance matrices follow from it by setting the appropriate observational weights equal to zero. The variance
 0 and I2 DT P0 is given as
matrix of I2 DT U
2
3
A 2k1 DT D B 2k1 DT D
4
5
T
1
T
1
T
B
2k D D C
2k D D
with the matrices A, B and C as in the proof of
Theorem 1. Its inverse is given as
2
3
NA 2k DT Dÿ1 NB 2k DT Dÿ1
4
5
NBT

2k DT Dÿ1

Proof of Theorem 3 (¯oat and ®xed baseline precision)
We will only prove iv and v of the theorem. The
remaining results can be obtained from it by setting the
appropriate weights equal to zero. The normal matrix of
the ¯oat solution is given as


Nbb Nba
Nab Naa
with

A  2 Q/  r2I llT 
C  2 Qp 

Taking the inverse and noting that 1=r2q /; p 
eT2 NA  2NB  NC e2 then give the stated result. (

NC

2k DT Dÿ1

with the matrices NA , NB and NC again as in the proof of
Theorem 1. From this inverse and the observation
equations of the model, it follows that
   eT NA  2NB  NC e2
Qbÿ1
 /; p
2

2k AT P A

Nba 

eT2
T

NA 

NBT K

Naa  K NA K

2

k
X

A iT PA i

i1

T
2k AT D DT Dÿ1  Nab

2k DT Dÿ1

with the matrices NA , NB and NC as in the proof of
Theorem 1.
ÿ1
Case (iv): since Qbÿ1
^ /; p  Nbb ÿ Nba Naa Nab , it follows
that
"
2
2
k AT P A  2
Qb^ /; p  2
rq^ p
rq /; p
#ÿ1
k
X
T
 P A i ÿ A

A i ÿ A
25

i1

with the reciprocal range variances
1
 eT2 C ÿ1 e2  eT2 NC ÿ NBT NAÿ1 NB e2
p

r2q^

and
1
 eT2 NA  2NB  NC e2
r2q /; p
ÿ1
Case (v): since QP
/; p  Nbb , it directly follows that
b k
2
Qb /; p  r2 /;p i1 A iT PA iÿ1 , which can also be
written as q
"
2
2
k AT P A  2
Qb /; p  2
rq /; p
rq /; p
#ÿ1
k
X
T
 P A i ÿ A

A i ÿ A
26

i1

From Eqs. (25) and (26), the results of the theorem
follow. (
Proof of Theorem 6 (canonical decomposition) Of the
eight cases we only prove the three phase-only cases iii,
iv and v. With the help of Theorems 2 and 3, the
proofs of the other cases run along similar lines.
Case (iii): from their de®nition it follows that the gainnumbers and gain-vectors are related in matrix form as
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Qb^ /F  Qb /F C

27

Premultiplication with F T gives
F T Qb^ /F  F T Qb /F C

28

In order to prove iii, it suces to show that F can be
chosen such that F T Qb /F  r2q /I3 . It will be clear
that the columns of F can always be normalized such
that the diagonal terms of F T Qb /F equal r2q /. It
therefore remains to be shown that the columns of F are
Qb /-orthogonal. It follows from the de®nition of the
gain-numbers that
 T
ci fi Qb /fj
T
fi Qb^ /fj 
cj fiT Qb /fj
This shows that fiT Qb /fj  0 if ci 6 cj . Thus in this
case the vectors fi and fj are Qb /-orthogonal. In case
ci  cj , any linear combination of fi and fj is again a
gain-vector that corresponds with ci  cj . It is therefore
always possible to ®nd a linear combination of fi and fj
that is Qb /-orthogonal to either fi or fj . Hence, also
for the case where the gain-numbers are identical,
corresponding gain-vectors can be found that are
Qb /-orthogonal. This shows that F can be chosen
such that F T Qb /F  r2q /I3 or Qb /  r2q /FF T ÿ1
holds.
Case (iv): from Theorem 3, part (ii), it follows that
ÿ1
  Qÿ1
/ ÿ Qbÿ1
Qb /
^ /
b

Substitution of iii and v of Theorem 6 into this
expression proves iv.
Case (v): this result simply follows from F T Qb /F 
r2q /I3 and Eq. (28). (
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